The Bisha mine, successfully commissioned in 2018, is among the top 10% of projects in the world with positive DFS that have progressed into production in Ethiopia. 
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Eritrea has an expected 200-plus year mine life thanks to its 1.1 billion tonne ore reserve at 10% potassium oxide for 216 million tonnes of contained potassium sulphate (SOP), a common source of primary feed material.

Unlike potassium-rich brine resources that are typically the most common source of primary feed material for SOP production, Colluli contains the optimal mix of potassium sulphate (SOP), a product that commands a premium to the more common murrate of potash (MOP).

Though the initial focus is on SOP production, Colluli’s composition means it can produce three of the four potash types that are sold in the global market, plus it contains a 347Mt rock salt resource.
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Eritrea is improving the already stellar performance, with the positive DFS that has made it into production.
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